Black Magic defense
The darksiders use a lot of black magic rituals to use their dark energy. It sounds
freaky but if you've ever been the subject of a black magic attack you know how hard it
can be to stop the attack.
We typically see things like a dome over our house that blocks our business from
being successful (it makes us invisible to customers) or a black web or transparent
web of energy around our house or around our bodies. We have always seen these
particular things as black magic constructs. These are some techniques we have used
very successfully to thwart a black magic attack.
1. Fight black magic with white magic. Light a black candle to absorb negative
energy and a white candle to bring in angelic protection. We've gotten to the point
where we never go without these candles burning. We also burn a red candle for
Archangel Michael energy to have him defend us in battle and protect us from evil. We
consider buying candles a cost of doing business now since they do such a good job
of thwarting the black magic attacks on our livelihoods. Some people get freaked out
by the candle thing, thinking it's satanic, but like any ritual or symbol, the energy of the
person performing it determines whether it's "good" or "bad". Candles have
traditionally been used in white magic.
2. Combine a golden lemurian, danburite, and spiderweb obsidian crystal. I have
these three that I tied together for a boosting tool. This combination works especially
well for black magic/voodoo attacks.
3. Another white magic trick is to put salt around the perimeter of your house. Also, put
a chunk of obsidian in each corner of your house. Obsidian is cheap to buy. Apache
Tears work well, as they are a form of obsidian. We have them over each door and
window of the house and we also threw them on the ground around the perimeter of
our property. It helps create a boundary.
4. Boosting is a very important aspect of getting rid of a black magic attack. You
absolutely have to fight back. You can read about all our boosting techniques on my
site on the Boosting page. The following ones are especially effective:
- mirrored dodecs - mirrors back the black magic energy to the sender
- double-helix boosting of target - strips their aura and their energy
- creator vortex around target - quickly clears out black magic energy
5. High-C tone - reptiles, insects and black magicians hate the sound of the C tone. I
have recorded a 10-second tone that you can download and play on a loop on your
computer or an MP3 player. It works really well as a first line of defense.
6. Emerald singing bowl tone - We have an emerald singing bowl that is tuned to the C
note as well. They hate it! We play it when we are being attacked. I have recorded a 5-

minute session of bowl ringing that you can download and play on a loop as well. It's
not as effective as actually having a bowl in your hands but it can help. You can buy a
singing bowl on Carol Croft's site at www.crystalinsights.net.
The important thing to remember when you are fighting black magic is to not give up.
Don't go into despair. That's what they are counting on. They will keep coming at you
again and again, so you have to be strong and keep fighting!

